
Beginnings
About the time in the mid-1960s that the great and good of

cartography were conceiving the beginnings of the British

Cartographic Society soon to be followed by the Society of

University Cartographers (SUC), as an upcoming school

leaver, I was introduced to some new vocabulary including

terms such as cartography, geodesy, photogrammetry and

remote sensing. My school Geography teacher also

mentioned a new degree programme at Glasgow

University called Topographic Science and the rest as they

say is history. I retired three years ago after 40 years at

Swansea University in the academic sector of the

cartographic profession. It is this period spanning most of

the years of the Society of Cartographers (SOC/SUC) on

which I will reflect; primarily around the progress of

cartographic education and training. The period correlates

with ongoing social developments, not least in cultural

issues (political correctness and globalization), and the

digital revolution (micro-computing to mass

communication), but also the rise (and fall) of cartographic

education and training and the role of learned societies.

Around the time I obtained my first post at Swansea,

jobs were available in traditional cartographic roles but

competition for the posts was emerging from students like

myself with academic qualifications and others with

technical certificates, rather than, as had been the case,

from experienced staff who had learned through ‘in-house’

training. The accessibility of qualifications such as BTEC,

TEC, SCOTEC, ONC, OND, HNC and HND1 was spread

around the country from London to Glasgow through

Taunton, Swansea, Luton and others. The institutions

varied in name and notional status from Further Education

Colleges such as De Havilland, Vauxhall and Luton to

Institutes of Higher Education in Swansea and Cardiff,

Polytechnics at Oxford and North East London and

Universities like Glasgow, Newcastle and Swansea

offering degree schemes. 

While this system maintained catering for

conventional cartographic education and training, in the

background, computerization and the digital era was

moving forward progressively. Technology was improving

and computers themselves were becoming more accessible

to the individual. In the university environment, I was well

placed to sample early machines such as Apple,

Commodore, Dragon, BBC (British Broadcasting

Corporation) and eventually IBM (International Business

Machines) personal computers, which duly arrived then

moved on apace either to new models or into oblivion! The

impact on education was becoming evident... things were

accelerating fast. 

Contemporaneously, the commercial world was also

testing hardware and software. Dmac and Ferranti were

two equipment manufacturers producing large format

digitizers and plotters with potential application in

organizations like Ordnance Survey and the UK

Hydrographic Office, who were testing options with the

intent of transferring their existing paper series into digital

form. On the other hand, SYMAP (Synagraphic Mapping

System), developed at Harvard University produced maps

on (text) line printers (Chrisman, 2006) while GIMMS

(Geographic Information Mapping and Manipulation

System) from Edinburgh University produced maps on

line graph plotters, both working from geographical

datasets producing small-scale statistical output. Other

major cartographic publishers were also researching their

development and investment plans for the future. The

potential of ever-cheaper technology in particular was

challenging large employer organizations. The smaller

niche company could now compete too. 

This changing environment was not lost on teaching.

The potential for computer-based methods in learning was

addressed through organizations like the Higher Education

Academy who instigated subject-lead groups to investigate

and produce CAL (Computer Aided Learning) products.

The first round of Geography CAL products were designed

to run on the lowest common standard of classroom

personal computer. While this seemed an innovative and

sensible plan, in fact, by the time the software was

released, most college and even school facilities had
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moved on, so the computers were capable of much more

sophisticated processing and output than was actually

offered in the package! For future rounds of projects, new

policy deemed that authors devise exercises and programs

to the highest imaginable standard in the expectation that

by the time the product was released, systems were

perfectly capable of coping. Today, such decisions are hard

to understand but at the time it was early on the learning

curve, affecting the profession.

In these fast-moving circumstances, all aspects of

business and teaching were in flux. Even modified names

and titles mattered. For example, University of Wales,

University College of Swansea altered to University of

Swansea then Swansea University to maintain the ‘right

image’, while Glasgow University's Topographic Science

courses morphed through various incarnations to emerge

today as Geoinformation Technology and Cartography in a

School of Geographical and Earth Sciences. In the process,

both institutions survived on-going external and internal

policy shifts and retained elements of cartographic study.

Such actions still happen as marketing, value for money

and student numbers stand out as strong factors affecting

access to, and the availability, of courses. Prime Minister

Tony Blair’s objective, announced in 1999 of getting 50

per cent of 17–30 year olds into higher education by 2010,

provided a significant nudge for further reorganization and

change (Prospects, 2005). New administrative and

teaching structures followed. Dramatic adjustments were

made in the further education field where many colleges

moved towards university status and older subject-based

departments including cartography, surveying and

planning (a common combination) were redeveloped in

favour of business-driven groupings. Unfortunately,

cartography seems never to have found its niche in this

system. I do recall a discussion with a member of one such

organization, then called the SSDA (Sector Skills

Development Agency), where it became clear that

cartography as a ‘methods reliant’ subject was rather

difficult to categorize in a specific sector-related scheme.

The Sector Skills scheme has moved on in the last ten

years, driven by employer groups.2 It seems cartography or

mapping still do not merit a place specifically of their own.

In his review of 25 years of the UK cartographic

societies, John Robertson (1989), late of Oxford Brookes

University, was somewhat critical of the role of British

Cartographic Society as the leading professional

organization in the UK in that it did not promote the

discipline sufficiently in the period up to the late 1980s.

SUC (SOC), with a more specific membership, has always

focused on advancing its own members' knowledge and

abilities. It did follow its remit by holding annual Summer

Schools rather than conferences and also expanded its

horizons by locating some outside the UK, for example, in

Rotterdam, Dublin and Los Angeles. With the name

change it further widened its objectives and for a period

following those comments, I chaired the British

Cartographic Society’s Education Committee. During this

time of accelerating change dominated by GIS

(Geographic Information Systems/Science), it was a

challenge to develop any protracted plans for the future

and despite best intent from members the status of

cartographic education did not improve, in fact it

effectively declined! In the years leading up to the

millennium and a little beyond, many cartography courses

were run down or closed, the most obvious at Oxford

Brookes University, in favour of GIS-driven courses. Also

around this time it was noted that compared with

traditional courses labelled as Geomatics and Cartography,

the numbers of GIS schemes and modules were

significantly rising (Forrest and Fearnside, 2003).

Thankfully, cartography has now emerged from that era

into another new world which has seen the profession

generally raise its status, widen its public profile, and

embrace newcomers from external fields.

I have not so far mentioned the state of cartographic

curriculum content. What knowledge and skills did/does a

cartographer need, and how has this changed? One can

surmise from the contents pages of the various editions of

text books such as Cartographic Design and Production
by John Keates (1973; 1989) or Elements of Cartography
by Robinson et al. (1953; 1960; 1969; 1978; 1984; 1995)

what is new, what has endured and what has diminished

over the last 50 years. The most recent editions of

Elements of Cartography adjusted their priorities and

space given to such topics. Graphic reproduction aspects,

for example, were relegated to the latter chapters in the

text, while geographic data collection and processing

methods are allocated more space towards the start. Up to

the time I retired in 2011, this pattern was maintained by

authors such as Paul Longley, Michael Goodchild et al.
(2011) and Ian Heywood, Sarah Cornelius and Steve

Carver (2011) in their editions of geographic information

science texts. This rather confirms the foresight of Michael

Wood (2001: 77) who affirmed in his paper “The 21st

Century World – No Future Without Cartography” that the

subject [cartography] ‘...continues to be recognized and

developed as a core part of that science [GIScience] and

not just as a peripheral tool for data presentation’. It has its

own underpinning canons which are needed to maintain

quality mapping. Even in the old days, Erwin Raisz (1962:

2) speculated that given ‘...the many mechanical aids

available almost anybody can produce satisfactory maps’.

Today, with all the current ‘aids’ to hand, surely the

statement will still be true, but it also implies that an ability

to achieve something beyond ‘satisfactory’ must come

from education training and creative talent from the

individual. 

Of course, cartographic study is not limited to the

practical theory, more philosophical and cultural aspects

have been researched for years. However, this interest

appears to have increased significantly since the turn of the

century, with concepts of space and cyberspace being

investigated by a number of authors such as Dodge and

Kitchin (2001), Crampton (2003) and Pickles (2004).

Some cartographers, geographers and artists took the

concepts further into the critique of space and cartography.
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One tome, Abysmal, by Gunnar Olsson (2007), which is

nigh-on 500 pages long, offers ‘a dynamic reading of

Western philosophy, religion, art and mythology that

draws on the whole history of the human imagination’. A

substantial claim, but when the subtitle of the work is A
Critique of Cartographic Reason, there must be something

here for cartographers even if it lies deep in the reading

and interpretation! It may be deemed irrelevant by some

practising professionals, even more so when reviews such

as ‘The man who fell to Earth and mistook himself for a

map’ (Doel, 2008) appear! However, in talking with

Professor Doel at Swansea, I am more convinced that this

thinking offers a deeper dimension to cartography. It

confirms two particular aspects: one is a broader

understanding of the discipline, while the second is a

conviction that cartography contributes to a much wider

range of humanity than simply the production of maps.

This is summed up in the phrase ‘Though thinking

cartographically makes us obedient, predictable and even

easily exploited, it also endows us with a passion to

explore the abyss of the unknown and constitutes our best

tool for navigating the outer limits of human territory’

(Olsson, 2007, sleeve).

The ever-widening use of maps and map-like

products must encourage professional cartographers to

persist in the promotion of the principles of cartography

but also to be imaginative enough to appreciate innovative

methods and ideas to take the subject forward.

Encouraging such interaction amongst practitioners

whatever title they adopt to describe their activities must

continue to occur – in my day it was called networking –

today, maybe, online forums can fulfil such objectives, but

will it give so much exhilaration in return as we fortunate

members of SUC/SOC have experienced over the best part

of the last 50 years, thanks to those enthusiastic founders

who set us on an inspiring and challenging road to the

future. Long may it continue.
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Notes
1. ONC/OND: Ordinary National Certificate/Diploma

HNC/HND: Higher National Certificate/ Diploma 

BTEC/TEC: Business & Technology/Technician
Education Council 

SCOTEC: TEC equivalent in Scotland

2. Sector Skills Council Directory, available at:
http://fisss.org/sector-skills-council-body/
directory-of-sscs/ (accessed 28/10/14).
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